take a
free
testride!

TRICYCLE CITY

The sporty Dutch
design city bike
A lightweight bicycle with stability
The City tricycle features a new contemporary look from Dutch Design with even more
cycling comfort. The bicycle has been developed for users who need more stability and extra
safety for frequent use. The low entry height ensures that you can easily get on and off.
The tricycle can also be adjusted to your wishes and circumstances. There are various
accessories available with which you can make your bike even more personal.
The City makes you more mobile and independent!

We look at individual cyclists and their needs and

Available with electrical support and available in

want to match them as well as possible. This

two sizes.

way, we continuously innovate and optimize our
bikes, so that your bike is equipped with the best

Extremely stable and manoeuvrable due to the low

materials and optimum comfort. For example,

centre gravity.

the City is light in weight and also suitable for
taller cyclists, due to the increased crank length.

The adjustment range of the saddle is extended, so
that an optimal sitting position can be achieved.

The City tricycle comes standard with a parking
brake, a rear drum brake, a largely closed

10-year warranty on the frame and the front fork.*

modern chain guard and a safety lock (AXA
solid).
* Register your Huka bike once via www.huka.nl/en/warranty and get a 10 year
warranty on the frame and front fork. Standard you get a 5 year warranty on these
parts and 2 years on other components (with the exception of wear sensitive parts).

Huka makes your world easier. Want to know more? www.huka.nl/en

Electrical support

Support & special adjustments

The City is available with pedal

With the City we can offer various

support (PAS-vario). With the

extra supports such as a

help of this drive it is easier to

backrest, various foot fixations,

pedal and therefore less tiring.

etc. This way we can make

This silent pedal support is

specific adjustments to your bike.

Colours
The tricycle City standard comes
in satin light grey (RAL7040).

standard supplied with a start
help, five travel speed settings

Accessories & options

and a clear display.

The City can be equipped with
various accessories and options.

In addition, the City is also

Do you want a coaster brake, a

workable with AUTO-Vario. This

reverse pedalling automatic or an

allows you to ride without

8-speed hub? View the options on

pedalling. The cycling speed is

our website or inquire with your

measured via the gas handle.

dealer.

The 10 most important specifications
Technical specifications

About Huka
Developed in Oldenzaal, we have

City, size M

City, size L

1675

1675

difference in the world of riders for

Width in mm

785

785

more than 40 years. Your mobility,

Weight in kg

25

26

Crank length in mm

170

170

660 - 880

790 - 980

Entry frame length in mm

570

570

Entry height frame in mm

190

190

Maximum load in kg

130

130

Tire size front in inch / ETRTO

24 x 1,75/ 47-507

24 x 1,75/ 47-507

Tire size rear in inch / ETRTO

20 x 1,75/ 47-406

20 x 1,75/ 47-406

Length in mm

Length inner leg in mm

been producing bikes that make a

independence and freedom is our
passion. With a committed team,
we provide a wide collection of
innovative bicycles and other
means of transport with Dutch
design. You want to learn more
about the City and our assortment?
Give us a call or visit our website!

Huka makes your world easier. Want to know more? www.huka.nl/en

